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RESIDUE MANAGEMENT BEGINS AT HARVEST 

Combines equipped with residue spreading 
accessories will provide uniform distribution, 
even with 12-row row crop headers or 30 
foot wide grain platforms," said Smith.  
"High speed straw choppers with properly 
adjusted deflector panels or straw spreaders 
can distribute residue uniformly," he added. 
 
 "Nearly half the residue which 
passes through a combine for some crops is 
comprised of fine material or chaff falling 
from the chaffer," said Smith. He 
recommends using a chaff spreader 
particularly with wide combine headers. 
 
 Roger Kanable, Soil Conserv-ation 
Service agronomist in Lincoln, Nebraska, 
also encouraged producers with residue 
management in their conservation plan to 
consider the crop variety planted, especially 
for small grains. Kanable said a tall variety 
will provide more residue than a shorter 
variety. Conversely, if there is too much 
residue and distribution is a problem, select 
a short growing variety. 
 
 "Proper selection, maintenance, and 
operation of a combine straw and chaff 
spreading equipment can provide uniform 
residue distribution in both row crops and 
small grains," said Smith.  "Uniform 
distribution will provide maximum erosion 
protection and avoid problems with uneven 
distribution," he added. 

 Uniformly distributing residue behind 
combines and other harvest equipment is 
important in residue management, 
according to John Smith, a machinery 
systems engineer for Cooperative 
Extensionin in Scottsbluff, Nebraska. 
 
 "Residue remaining after harvest can 
help control soil erosion and water runoff," 
said Smith.  "However, it should be evenly 
distributed over a field or it can cause 
problems," he added. 
 
 Some problems that may occur when 
the crop residue is not evenly distributed 
include: 
  
1. Weed seed or grain lost through harvest 

equipment is concentrated and can be 
more difficult to control later than 
uniformly distributed weeds or grains. 

2. Heavy concentrations or windrows can 
plug tillage implements, planters, 
seeders or some chemical application 
equipment. 

3. Concentrated residue can provide a 
home for insects and rodents and 
encourage disease. 

4. Base areas between windrows are 
subject to erosion by wind and water. 

5. Too much crop residue directly over an 
emerging plant can cause plant injury 
and reduced yield. 

6. Heavy concentrations of crop residue 
shield the sun from the soil surface, 
which may reduce soil temperature and 
seedling emergence. 
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 A NOTE FROM THE WRITERS 

 
 A knowledgeable and experienced operator is 
the key to success in any field. This manual contains 
information to assist the operator on making adjust-
ments and performing routine maintenance on the ma-
chine.  Reading this manual is essential, and must be 
done prior to operating the machine. 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
 Right and Left as used throughout the book is 
determined by standing behind the machine and facing 
the direction of travel. 
 
 The photos and drawings in this manual may 
differ slightly from your machine due to design changes.  
The manufacturer reserves the right to change the de-
sign of the machine at any time without notifying the 
customer. 
 

SERIAL NUMBER AND DECAL 
LOCATION 

 
 It is important to have access to your machine’s 
serial number and keep it on record at all times.  The 
serial number decal on the Till-N-Plant is located on the 
front side of the main frame near the 3-point plates or 
planter caddy mount plates.  This decal also includes 
the machines model number and our patent number.  
We recommend the serial & model numbers be written 
in this manual in the spaces below. Should your sticker 
become damaged and/or unable to read, you can obtain 
a new one by sending us your machine's model and 
serial numbers and a return address.  
 Having your model and serial number ready 
when ordering replacement parts will help avoid confu-
sion and assure that you get the correct parts.   
   
Serial Number:______________________ 
 
Model Number:______________________ 
 

WARRANTY 
 
 All new Till-N-Plant machines come with a one 
year warranty.  This warranty covers all non-wear parts 
(everything except coulters and points) for one year from 
the date of purchase.  Any labor needed for repairs  

will not be covered unless labor is provided by a 
Schlagel Manufacturing employee or is pre-approved by 
Schlagel Manufacturing. 
 If warranty parts or repairs are needed, please 
contact Schlagel Manufacturing or your local dealer with 
your Till-N-Plant Serial and Model number along with the 
warranty authorization sheet included at the back of this 
manual. 
 In an urgent case, please call Schlagel Manu-
facturing and your warranty parts can be authorized over 
the phone. 
 Warranty parts & repairs will not be authorized 
for any part that has been misused, abused, or failed 
because routine maintenance as specified in this man-
ual was not performed. 
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Watch  for this symbol throughout this manual. The informa-
tion that follows this symbol requires your attention and in-
volves your safety!!!  

Always disengage all drives, lower machine, put tractor in park, and shut 
off engine before performing any maintenance or repairs on your  
machine.  
 
This includes but is not limited to:   

• Lubricating 
• Making Adjustments 
• Repair Work 
• Filling Tanks 
• Machine Inspection 
• Replacing Parts 
 

Keep hands and feet away from any moving parts at all times. 
 
Never crawl under the machine without the bar stands in place. 
 
Always wear safety glasses and other protective wear as needed when 
performing any adjustment or maintenance. 
 
Always watch overhead for power lines and other structures when rais-
ing/folding/unfolding any piece of equipment. 
 
THINK AHEAD…  Before doing any maintenance, preview what needs to 
be done and think about the best & safest way to do the job. 
 
If at any time you have questions about the machine, setting the machine, 
safety issues, repair issues, or any other inquiry, don’t hesitate to call us.  
Our toll free phone number is 1-888-889-1504. 
 

SAFETY FIRST! 
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• The flat and wavy coulters on your Till-N-Plant usually have very sharp edges.  Use ex-

treme caution when around all coulters. 
 

• Before doing any maintenance on or under the machine, set the machine on the ground 
and lower the bar stands onto solid level ground to prevent if from tipping forward and 
falling.   
 

• If maintenance requires the machine to be raised, leave the machine attached to the 
tractor and lower the bar stands and stand extensions onto solid level ground before 
performing maintenance.   
 

• When removing and adjusting components, be aware of the weight of the components 
you will be moving. 
 

• Use caution when around Till-N-Plant marker arms.  Marker disks have sharp edges.  
Make sure there is nothing in the path of the marker arm before folding and unfolding. 

 

SPECIAL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS REGARDING YOUR  
TILL-N-PLANT 

Stand not in use Hitching/ 
unhitching 
position 

Machine 
raised / 
parked position 
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Till-N-Plant 2B Row Unit 
Common Assemblies 

We recommend you take a quick look through the parts section of this manual and famil-
iarize yourself with the basic assemblies and parts of the Schlagel Till-N-Plant 2B row unit 
before reading the section on adjusting your Till-N-Plant.  Each assembly will have some 

form of adjustment regarding its particular function. 

� Fully Assembled Row Unit 

Row Zone 
Cleaner 
Option 

Main Trip Shank 
Row Unit Body 

Dual Wheel Packer Assembly 

� Exploded View of Row Unit 

Hydraulic 
Trip Option 

Wavy  
Coulter 
Assembly 

Front Flat  
Coulter 
Assembly 

Parallel  
Linkage  
Assembly 
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INFORMATION REGARDING THE TILL-N-PLANT 2  

NOTICE 
 
Under all circumstances, these three things are necessary for 
the Till-N-Plant to work properly: 
1. Flat coulter must cut all crop residue to prevent plugging. 
2. Shanks must be set deep enough to break compaction. 
3. The groove left by the shanks must be closed by the 

wavy coulters.  
  

PREPARING THE TILL-N-PLANT TRACTOR 
 
The tractor must have a 3 point hitch in good working order.  
Duals on the tractor are highly recommended. Front weights 
may be required.  The number of front weights will vary with 
tractor size and type, but usually the maximum number is 
best. 
 
Tire settings should be as close as possible to two (2) times 
the row width. For example: for 30" row spacing, you would 
set the front tires and inside duals at 60" and the outside 
duals at 120” .  Tires must be set the same from side to side 
and centered on the tractor.  Make sure to set the toe-in of the 
front tires to manufacturer's recommended specifications.  
Tire pressures should be equal for all rear tires. 
 
The majority of Till-N-Plant machines with 3-point style hitch 
have a category 3 hitch.  Some are both category 3 & 3 nar-
row.  A quick coupler is highly recommended.  Sway blocks 
should be set with minimum amount of free travel.  If more 
than 3/16” of total side play is present, you may have to shim 
up the sway blocks or 3 point arms.  We have shim plates 
available for most JD & Caterpillar tractors.  Call our parts 
department if you need some. 
 
When a 3-point planter is to be used, the tractors sway block 
side-to-side clearances and 3-point arm to quick coupler side-
to-side clearances need to be as tight as possible. 
 
Side-to-side clearance between quick coupler and Till-N-Plant 
3 point hitch plates should be as small as possible.  Weld on 3 
point bushings are available from Schlagel Manufacturing.  
They come in various thicknesses and should be installed to 
the pin side of the outer hitch plates for Category 3 and to the 
pin side of the inner hitch plates for Category 3N hitches.  
Bushings are tapered on bottom edge to allow easy hitch 
coupling. 
 
For tractors without quick coupler, 3 point pin spacers are 
required.  The spacers should take up any side to side 
movement of the tractor 3 point arms on the Till-N-Plant 3 
point pins. 

PREPARING THE PLANTING TRACTOR 
 
If you have the Till-N-Plant and you planter mounted on our 
Planter Caddy, you may disregard this section. 
 
If you are going to follow the Till-N-Plant with a separate plant-
ing tractor, then you will not be using the planter’s marker.  
Therefore, it is very important that the planter tractor follows 
the "v" groove left by the Till-N-Plant's marking system.  
These “v” groove marks could be made by various means, like 
wavy coulters in the ditches, or a “center” unit (used on older 
machines), or a shank and single rib tire or a combination of 
the above. 
 
To make the planting tractor follow easily, correct front 
planting tractor tire spacing is critical.  Set your planting trac-
tor’s front wheels at 2 times row spacing (60” for 30” rows).  
Good deep “v” grooves and correct wheel spacing helps 
prevent the wheels from "searching" for the grooves.   
 
Tractors with different tires can make obtaining this wheel 
spacing difficult.  In the event that you cannot get your 
tractor's tires to the required setting, you MUST set your Till-
N-Plant's “v” groove marking system to your planting tractors 
front tire dimension.  Example: Your planting tractor's front 
tires will only go in to 61".  Then you must set the Till-N-
Plant's “v” groove marking system to 61". 
 
Single rib tires greatly aid the planting tractor to follow the “v” 
grooves and are recommended for 2WD planting tractors.  For 
MFWD or articulated 4WD planting tractors, the narrowest 
tires you can find or single rib tires are recommended. 
 
It is important to check and adjust the toe-in of the front 
wheels.  Improper toe-in will make the planting tractor follow 
poorly.   
 
Planting tractor’s rear tires should be set as close as possible 
to 2 times the row width. For example: for 30" row spacing, 
you would set the inside duals at 60" and the outside duals at 
120” .  Tires must be set the same from side to side and 
centered on the tractor.   Tire pressures should be equal for 
all rear tires.   
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SETTING MACHINE BAR HEIGHT 

 
Once you have your row units set for depth, you will need to 
figure where your main Till-N-Plant bar needs to be set to 
best allow the row unit’s parallel linkage to function properly.  
You want the parallel linkage on your row units to be level or 
angled so they are slightly lower in the back.  (See drawing 
below) 
 
The bottom of the bar will be roughly 39” off the ground with 
the parallel linkage level and the points just touching the 
ground.  If you are planning on running 10” deep, simply sub-
tract 10” from 39” and you will find that the bottom of the bar 
should be roughly 29” from the ground.  These dimensions 
are not exact and should be used as reference only. 
 
On a three point Till-N-Plant, this is as simple as raising or 
lowering your three point on your tractor to the correct height. 
If your Till-N-Plant is mounted to a caddy please refer to your 
Planter Caddy owners manual for adjusting the height of your 
bar. 

ADJUSTING YOUR TILL-N-PLANT 

SETTING ROW UNIT DEPTH 
 

It is best to start on an area of your field that is fairly level and 
even. First determine how deep to run your Till-N-Plant.  To 
decide this, you will need to take a few main factors into con-
sideration: 
 

• How much power does your tractor have? 

• What is the depth of the compaction layer? 

• What type of soil will you be running in? 
 
Once you have decided how deep you want to pull your Till-N-
Plant, set the row units to go that deep. This is done by mak-
ing adjustments to the dual wheel packers on the back of the 
row unit, (Shown in the drawing below). 
 
This adjustment is made using the pin (primary adjustment) or 
the bolt (secondary adjustment) on the rear of each row unit.  
Refer to the chart below for approximate shank depth settings. 
 
If you are unsure where to start, it may be best to just drop 
your machine in the ground with the factory settings and see 
what happens.  Be sure to dig down behind the shank to fully 
analyze what the machine is doing before you make too many 
adjustments. 
 
If you are still having problems setting your machine to the 
proper depth, please feel free to give us a call and we will be 
happy to assist you in getting your Till-N-Plant working prop-
erly in your conditions. 
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INDIVIDUAL ROW UNIT SETTINGS: 

Unit Down Pressure Adjustment 
 

On the top parallel linkage there are two arms that pivot on 
the rear linkage pin.  These arms have a series of holes in 
them used to adjust how much weight is transfer from the bar 
to the units.  This adjustment helps push the units into the 
ground in hard heavy soil, and also works to keep all the row 
units on the bar at the same depth. 
 
This adjustment is set in the bottom hole from the factory 
meaning it is in the highest down pressure setting.  If you are 
having problems with the row unit going to deep, or is con-
stantly pulling the row unit’s parallel linkage down to the main 
bar this will need to be adjusted.  Simply move the pin up the 
set of holes to get the desired amount of pressure transferred 
from the bar. 
NOTE:  It is easiest to adjust these pins with the machine 
raised.  This will reduce the amount of pressure on the 
springs make it easier to move the pin. 

ADJUSTING YOUR TILL-N-PLANT 
 

WHOLE MACHINE ADJUSTMENTS 

 
You may need to set the whole machine by “rolling” it forward 
or rearward using the tractor’s 3-point center link.  The reason 
for rolling the machine are to apply more pressure on all the 
rear row unit packer wheels (rolled rearward) or to make the 
front flat coulter go deeper on all units.  Details are as follows. 
 

• Adjusting rear packer wheel firmness: Control of the 
firmness applied by the rear packer wheels is lengthen-
ing the center linkage of the tractor’s three-point.  If the 
Till-N-Plant is mounted on a PC-4000 Planter Caddy, 
then you would lower the rear of the caddy by removing 
cylinder stroke control segments as needed.  Your PC-
4000 Caddy comes with four different sizes of cylinder 
stroke control segments per cylinder.  They are 5/8”, 
3/4”, 1”, & 1 1/4”.  When not in use, these can be stored 
on the hydraulic hose as shown in the illustration.  Re-
moving these spacers from the cylinder is intended to 
lean the machine rearward to apply more weight onto the 
packer wheels. 

 

• Front Flat Coulter Depth: If the flat coulter of the entire 
machine is not going deep enough, shorten the center 
linkage of the tractor.  This is intended to roll the machine 
forward to lower all the front flat coulters as a whole. If 
the machine is on a caddy lower the front with the     
tractor’s three point control (on 3 point models) or take 
cylinder stops from the hydraulic hitch (on pull type ma-
chines. See hydraulic hitch illustration for details. 
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To adjust a misaligned flat coulter requires loosening the 
coulter mount bracket and adding or removing shims as nec-
essary, or tightening the three bolts holding the coulter arms 
in place. See drawing below for shim shape and location. If 
needed you can get a coulter 
alignment tool from Schlagel 
Manufacturing to help with this 
process. 
 
 
Another thing to check for is 
bent coulters.  Time and/or use 
in extreme conditions is hard 
on these coulters.  It is a good 
idea to check for bent coulters 
and replace them as soon as 
possible.  When you spin a flat 
coulter it should run “true” 
meaning you should see no 
wobble.  If there is wobble, 
then either the coulter itself is 
bent or the hub plate is bent, or 
both.  Wobble of the flat coulter 
will cause premature bearing 
failure and possible failure of 
other parts. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ADJUSTING YOUR TILL-N-PLANT 
 

Unit down pressure should only be applied if the machine 
cannot penetrate the soil.  The spring pressure is adjusted by 
moving the pin going thru both left & right spring arms.  Posi-
tion the pin in a lower hole to increase spring pressure.  Do 
not cross-hole the pin!  In other words, if you are in the 2nd 
hole in the left spring arm, make sure you use the 2nd hole in 
the right spring arm. 
 
 

Front Coulter Height Adjustment 
 

Coulter depth will depend directly on how deep you plan on 
running the row unit itself.  The main idea is to cut all the trash 
on the ground and open the soil slightly for the shank to run 
down.  We recommend keeping the coulter running around 4-
5” into the ground.   
 
The front flat coulter is adjusted by turning the 3/4” bolt lo-
cated on the top of the row unit and between the unit’s down 
pressure springs.  Loosen the locking nut and turn the bolt 
clockwise to lower the flat coulter or counter-clockwise to raise 
the coulter.  After making adjustments to the height of the 
coulter always tighten the locking nut.  This will prevent the 
coulter from “walking” up while going through the field. 
 

 

In the event of a bent flat coulter, shims can be used to adjust 
the perpendicular angle of the flat coulter. There are various 
sizes of shims available. Please call to order the proper shim 
to adjust your coulter’s angle if necessary. 

Front Coulter Alignment 
Another adjustment that may need to be made to the coulter 
is its alignment. The front, flat coulters need to be accurately 
aligned directly forward and plumb (vertical).  Misalignment 
of these coulters will make your machine difficult to trail/
pull straight and will rob you of horsepower and puts 
undue stress on the coulter hub bearings causing prema-
ture bearing failure or other part failure. 
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ADJUSTING YOUR TILL-N-PLANT 
Wavy Coulter Adjustment  

When it comes to setting your row unit’s wavy coulters it’s a good idea to first understand what the wavy coulters are supposed 
to do.  After the shank goes through the soil it leaves a void or area of loose soil directly behind it.  The wavy coulters are de-
signed to pinch the soil back together and remove any air pockets that might have developed as the shank passed through the 
soil.  If your wavy coulters are not set properly this void has the potential to cause serious problems when planting.  It is essen-
tial that the void behind the shank gets closed. 
 
The best way to ensure that the wavy coulters are correctly closing the void behind the shank is to grab a shovel.  Dig directly 
behind your row unit to evaluate the results of the wavy coulters.  Leaving a void will result in poor seed-to-soil and root-to-soil 
contact causing poor root and plant development.  Leaving a void can also affect your planting depth by allowing your planter 
to sink in farther than it normally would or even allowing the seed and loose topsoil to fall to the bottom of the void. 
 
The wavy coulters should never be set shallower than 4 inches.  In most conditions, the wavy coulters work best when run 
deep and close together.  If you are having problems closing the void, then the wavy coulters need to be set deeper, or closer 
together, or both. If you are going to till first and plant at a later date, the narrower wavy coulters, the better your planter will 
follow. 
 
The wavy coulters are adjustable for both depth and width.  Angle of the wavy coulters is fixed and should not be altered.  All 
wavy coulter adjustments are done easily with the pins and set screws.  The set screws are there to prevent the pins and pin 
holes from hammering out over time.  Keep the set screws tight.  You will have to loosen the set screws to make these adjust-
ments.  Be sure to re-tighten the set screws after adjusting. 
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ATTENTION: Folding-Wing Till-N-Plant bars have grease zerks on the pivot points of the wing hinge components.  
Thoroughly check your folding wing bar for grease points.  These should be greased once or twice a week depending 
on how many times you fold/unfold the bar.  It is very important to keep these points greased as there is excessive 
stress on these pivot points.  Also, the hydraulic cylinders have greasable bushings.  These should be greased at the 
same time as the wing hinge components. 
  

REGULAR LUBRICATION HABITS ARE ESSENTIAL TO THE SAFE AND SATISFACTORY OPERA-
TION OF YOUR MACHINE.  IT WILL ALSO PREVENT POTENTIAL COSTLY REPAIRS LATER ON 
AND WILL PROLONG THE LIFE OF THE TILL-N-PLANT. 
 
This diagram shows the location of all lubrication points on the row unit.  The frequency they should be attended to is given in 
hours of normal operation.  Severe or unusual operating conditions may require more frequent attention.  Don't let excessive 
grease build up on or around parts, especially when operating in sandy soil.  Dirt will adhere to the grease buildup and could 
potentially work into the bushing or pin, causing premature failure.  Use a SAE multi-purpose type grease for all locations 
equipped with a grease zerk.  Be sure to clean the zerk thoroughly before using the grease gun.  Replace any grease zerks 
that will not accept grease.  Replace any grease zerks in which the ball does not re-seat, allowing grease to flow back out of 
the zerk. 

LUBRICATION POINTS & SCHEDULE 
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 PROBLEM PROBABLE CAUSE CORRECTION 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
PLUGGING BETWEEN 
FLAT COULTER AND 
SHANK  

 
FLAT COULTER NOT DEEP ENOUGH 

LOWER FLAT COULTER 

 
SHANK NOT DEEP ENOUGH 

SET MACHINE TO RUN DEEPER BY  
ADJUSTING BY ADJUSTING DUAL WHEEL 
PACKERS 

 
MACHINE TILLING DEPTH NOT CONSIS-
TANT CAUSED BY MANUALLY RAISING 
AND LOWERING MACHINE IN TOUGH 
AREAS 

 
GEAR DOWN TRACTOR AND MAINTAIN 
CONSISTANT MACHINE TILLING DEPTH 

 
FLAT COULTER NOT ALIGNED WITH 
SHANK 

 
ALIGN FLAT COULTER WITH SHANK 

ROW UNIT NOT PIVOTING ON PARALLEL 
LINKAGE 

GREASE LINKAGE PINS AS REQUIRED 

IF RIDGE TILLING, ROW UNIT IS RUNNING 
OFF TO ONE SIDE OF RIDGE 

SEE: MACHINE NOT TRAILING STRAIGHT 

RESIDUE BETWEEN ROWS IS WET ALLOW TO DRY 

RESIDUE ON SURFACE IS WET ALLOW TO DRY 

RESIDUE WORKED TOO DEEP INTO 
GROUND AND IS WET (POSSIBLE FROM 
DISKING TOO DEEP) 

 
LOWER FLAT COULTERS 

CORN STALKS ARE TOO LONG SHRED STALKS 

ROW CLEANERS RUNNING TOO DEEP RAISE ROW CLEANERS 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
PLUGGING BETWEEN 
SHANK AND WAVY 
COULTER  

WAVY COULTERS TOO DEEP RAISE WAVY COULTERS 

WAVY COULTERS TOO CLOSE  
TOGETHER 

ADJUST WAVY COULTERS APART 

WAVY COULTER HUB BEARINGS SEIZED 
OR BAD 

REPLACE BEARINGS 

IF RIDGE TILLING, ROW UNIT IS RUNNING 
OFF TO ONE SIDE OF RIDGE 

SEE: MACHINE NOT TRAILING STRAIGHT 

ROW UNIT NOT PIVOTING ON PARALLEL 
LINKAGE 

GREASE PARALLEL LINKAGE PINS AS 
REQUIRED 

 
 
TOO MUCH SPRING TENSION ON ROW 
UNIT 

 
LOOSEN SPRING TENSION 
 
REMOVE SPRINGS IN SANDY SOIL 

WAVY COULTERS TOO CLOSE TO-
GETHER 

ADJUST WAVY COULTERS APART 

TOO WET ALLOW TO DRY 

 
 
 
 
 

BASKET FILLING UP 
WITH SOIL  
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 PROBLEM PROBABLE CAUSE CORRECTION 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MACHINE NOT 
TRAILING 
STRAIGHT  

CENTER OR ROW UNITS NOT SQUARE TO 
BAR 

SQUARE UP UNITS TO BAR 

LOOSE 3-POINT HITCH ARMS REMOVE SLACK IN TRACTOR’S 3-POINT SWAY 

EXCESSIVE SPACE BETWEEN 3-POINT QUICK 
COUPLER AND MACHINES 3-POINT PLATES 

ADD SPACERS BETWEEN 3-POINT QUICK 
COUPLER AND MACHINES 3-POINT PLATES 

TIRE PRESSURES NOT EQUAL OR TOO LOW PUT ADEQUATE AND EQUAL PRESSURES IN 

TRACTOR TIRES NOT SET TO CORRECT ADJUST TRACTOR TIRE SPACING 

FIELD NOT UNIFORM  

IRRIGATION FURROWS NOT CENTERED  

FLAT COUTLER NOT ALIGNED PROPERLY ALIGN FLAT COULTER 

UNEVEN SETTINGS ON UNITS ADJUST SHANKS EVENLY 
ADJUST FLAT COULTERS EVENLY 
ADJUST WAVY COULTERS EVENLY 
ADJUST SPRING TENSIONS EVENLY 
ADJUST LIGHT PACKER DEPTHS EVENLY 

ROW UNIT NOT PIVOTING ON PARALLEL GREASE LINKAGE PINS AS REQUIRED 

WIDTH BETWEEN GAUGE WHEELS  SET 
INCORRECTLY ALLOWING WHEEL TO RIDE 

ADJUST GAUGE WHEELS 

LIFT ARMS ON TRACTOR NOT EQUAL 
LENGHTS 

ADJUST TRACTOR LINKAGE 

 
 
 
 
MACHINE NOT 
PENETRATING 
INTO SOIL  

FLAT COUTLERS TOO DEEP (HOLDING UP RAISE FLAT COULTERS 

SHANK DEPTH SET TOO SHALLOW LOWER SHANKS 

INSUFFICIENT SPRING TENSION ON ROW INCREASE SPRING TENSION 

GAUGE WHEELS TOO LOW RAISE GAUGE WHEELS 

POINTS WORN EXCESSIVELY REPLACE POINTS 

LIGHT PACKER  SET TOO LOW RAISE LIGHT PACKER 

ROW UNIT NOT PIVOTING ON PARALLEL ARM GREASE LINKAGE PINS AS REQUIRED 

TRACTOR 3-POINT CONTROLS NOT SET TO 
ALLOW LINKAGE TO BE LOWERED FAR 

ADJUST 3-POINT CONTROLS 

WAVY COULTERS ARE OUTSIDE OF SHANK MOVE WAVY COULTERS INWARD 

SOIL TOO DRY IRRIGATE 

GROOVE BEHIND 
SHANK NOT  
CLOSING  
PROPERLY  

WAVY COULTERS NOT DEEP ENOUGH LOWER WAVY COULTERS 

WAVY COULTERS SET TOO FAR AWAY FROM 
SHANK GROOVE 

MOVE WAVY COULTERS CLOSER TO SHANK 
GROOVE 
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 PROBLEM PROBABLE CAUSE CORRECTION 

 
 
 
GROOVE BEHIND 
SHANK NOT  
CLOSING PROPERLY 
(CONTINUED)  

 
WAVY COULTERS SET TOO CLOSE  
TOGETHER 

 
MOVE WAVY COULTERS APART 

DRIVING TOO SLOW SPEED UP 

SOIL TOO DRY IRRIGATE 

SOIL STRUCTURE RUINED FROM  
COMPACTION (POSSIBLY DUE TO PREVIOUS 
IMPLEMENT BEING USED UNDER  
EXCESSIVELY WET SOIL CONDITIONS) 

 
 
ELIMINATE TILLAGE WITH OTHER  
IMPLEMENTS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PLANTER NOT  
FOLLOWING  
CORRECTLY BEHIND 
TILL-N-PLANT  

 
 
PLANTER BAR  HEIGHT SET INCORECTLY 

ADJUST PLANTER BAR SO THAT PARALLEL 
LINKAGES ON THE PLANER ARE LEVEL OR 
SLIGHTLY LOWER IN BACK 

PLANTER DRIVE TIRES NOT EQUAL 
 DISTANCE FROM CENTER 

ADJUST PLANTER DRIVE TIRES TO EQUAL 
DISTANCE FROM CENTER 

PLANTER DRIVE TIRES NOT ALIGNED WITH 
MARKS LEFT BY TILL-N-PLANT GAUGE 
WHEELS 

ALIGN PLANTER DRIVE TIRES TO MATCH 
TILL-N-PLANT GAUGE WHEELS 

WRONG STYLE OF TIRES ON FRONT OF 
PLANTER TRACTOR 

PUT SINGLE RIB TIRES ON PLANTER  
TRACTOR 

WRONG STYLE OF TIRES ON PLANTER PUT SINGLE RIB TIRES ON PLANTER 

MAY NEED ADDITIONAL CENTER UNITS ON 
TILL-N-PLANT 

ADD CENTER UNITS TO TILL-N-PLANT TO 
LINE UP WITH PLANTER WHEELS 

PLANTING IN SAME DIRECTION AS  
TILL-N-PLANT 

PLANT IN OPPOSITE DIRECTION AS  
TILL-N-PLANT 

PULL TYPE PLANTERS TEND TO NOT PULL 
STRAIGHT 

ADJUST TRACTOR DRAWBAR TO  
COMPENSATE FOR SIDE PULL 

 
 
TRACTOR TIRE PRESSURE SET  
INCORRECTLY 

 
ADJUST TRACTOR TIRE PRESSURE SO IT IS 
EQUAL ON BOTH SIDES. INSIDE AND  
OUTSIDE DUALS MAY REQUIRE DIFFERENT 
TIRE PRESSURES. 

PARALLEL LINKAGE STICKING GREASE LINKAGE PINS AS REQUIRED 

 
 
BAR HEIGHT NOT SET CORRECTLY WHEN 
COMPARED TO SHANK DEPTH 

 
SET BAR HEIGHT SO PARALLEL LINKAGE IS 
ANGLE SLIGHTLY  TOWARDS THE BACK 
WHEN AT OPERATING DEPTH. 

 
ROW UNITS NOT 
FLOATING  
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PREPARATION AND STORAGE 

PRE-SEASON 
1. Review safety precautions in this manual. 
2. If your Till-N-Plant needs new points now or will 

need points soon, order them early to ensure 
you receive them in time. 

3. Check the machine over for material defects 
and cracks especially near weld joints. If there 
are any faults, repair or replace parts before 
operating the machine. 

4. Check all bearings on flat and wavy coulters 
and replace if not in good operating condition. 

5. Check all bolts, nuts, lock washers, flat wash-
ers, roll pins, cotter pins, etc. for being worn, 
loose or cracked and replace or tighten as 
needed. 

6. Use the "Lubrication" section of this manual to 
thoroughly lubricate your Till-N-Plant. 

7. Carefully check hydraulic hoses, quick connect 
couplers, hose adapters, fittings, cylinders and 
cylinder mounting pins for cracks, leaks, loose-
ness, etc. and replace or tighten as needed. 

8. Cycle all hydraulics several times. Be sure peo-
ple and pets are out of the way of moving parts. 
Also make sure there is enough clearance to 
lower and raise the components and machine. 
Recheck all hydraulic hoses, quick connect 
couplers, hose adapters, fittings and cylinders 
for leaks. Repair as needed. 

9. If you have any electrical components such as 
working lights or flashers, check that the wiring 
and connections are in good condition and well 
insulated. Secure any loose wiring out of the 
way of moving parts. 

POST-SEASON 
1. Remove any trash and debris from machine 
2. Wash all soil and excess grease that has accu-

mulated on the machine with pressurized water 
if available. 

3. Remove all rust and repaint areas where paint 
has been removed. 

4. Loosen tension on row unit and marker springs. 
5. Lubricate the machine and apply grease to all 

adjustment bolt threads. 
6. Raise gauge wheels off the ground. 
7. Make list of parts that need replacing for next 

season and order them early. 
8. Make any needed repairs and replace any 

damaged or worn parts. 
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Caution: The hydraulic system throughout your machine can be under high pressure even without the tractor running.  Use 
caution when working on the hydraulic system.  A high pressure stream of oil can penetrate your skin causing serious injury or 
death. 
 
Caution:  Depressurizing the hydraulic system of your machine without the proper bar stands or cylinder stops in place could 
cause the machine to drop rapidly.  Use caution and make sure that there is no one or no thing under the machine when de-
pressurizing. 
 
Caution: If the schematics shown on the following pages differ from your actual system, call Schlagel Mfg at 1-888-889-1504 
(toll free) before servicing your machine.  Under no circumstances should you attempt to service or make changes to any hy-
draulic system without knowledge of hydraulic components.  Also, you should never mix different components of a system.  
Serious damage can occur. 

The following pages includes information & part numbers for your Schlagel  
Till-N-Plant and Planter Caddy Hydraulic Systems 
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